Local weight distribution is the weight distribution of minimal codewords in linear codes. We give the local weight distribution of the (256, 93) third-order binary Reed-Muller code. We modify a coset partitioning algorithm by using a binary shift invariance property for Reed-Muller codes. This property reduces by about 1/256 the time complexity of the previous method.
Introduction
The studies of minimal codewords in a linear code are crucial for the performance analysis of the code under maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding. The weight distribution of minimal codewords, called local weight distribution, is also important for ML decoding performance analysis of the code. For example, the local weight distribution gives a tighter upper bound on error probability for soft decision decoding over AWGN channel than the usual union bound [8] . An improvement for the Seguin lower bound using local weight distributions is also presented [18] . The number of minimal codewords in codes determines the complexity of gradient-like decoding of the code [12] .
The local weight distributions are completely known only for certain classes of codes, including q-ary Hamming codes, the second-order binary Reed-Muller codes, and maximum-distance-separable (MDS) codes [4] . Partial results on binary Reed-Muller codes are reported in [5] . Although an efficient method to examine minimality of codeword is presented in [1] , the computation for obtaining the local weight distribution is still very time-consuming for codes with large number of codewords.
The automorphism group of codes can help reduce the complexity for computing the local weight distribution [1] . To determine the local weight distribution of cyclic codes, checking minimality only for the representative codewords of cyclic permutations is sufficient to determine the local weight distribution. Using this idea, Mohri et al. obtained the local weight distributions of the binary primitive BCH codes of length 63 [14, 15] .
For cyclic permutations, an efficient method for generating the cyclic representative codewords is known [3, 14] . However, for other automorphism groups of codes, say the affine group of extended binary primitive BCH codes or the general affine group of Reed-Muller codes, no efficient method for generating representatives is known. For effective use of these large automorphism groups in computing the local weight distributions of extended primitive BCH codes and Reed-Muller codes, we considered using coset partition technique [21] , which was used for efficient computation of weight distribution of extended primitive BCH codes in [9] .
In the algorithm in [21] , a code is considered a set of cosets of a subcode, and the set of cosets are partitioned into equivalence classes with an invariance property. For any coset in the same class, the weight distribution of minimal codewords is the same. Thus, computing the weight distributions of minimal codewords only for the representative cosets is sufficient to obtain the local weight distribution of the target code. Thereby the computational complexity is reduced. Using this algorithm, we obtained the local weight distributions of the (128, k) extended primitive BCH codes for k ≤ 50 and the (128, 64) third-order binary Reed-Muller code [20, 21] .
In this paper, we target the (256, 93) third-order binary Reed-Muller code. When we choose the (256, 37) second-order Reed-Muller code as a subcode, the set of cosets of the second-order Reed-Muller code is partitioned into 32 equivalence classes [11] . We need to compute the weight distribution of minimal codewords for the 32 representative cosets. To compute the local weight distribution of this code in practical time, we modified our proposed method [21] . For each representative coset, first, we see the coset as the set of subcosets of a subcode. We choose the first-order Reed-Muller code as a subcode. Then we will partition the set of subcosets into equivalence classes. In partitioning the set of subcosets, binary shifts in the general affine group work effectively. By this modification, we reduce the time complexity for most representative cosets to 1/256. For some remaining representative cosets for which binary shift technique is not very effective, the weight distributions of minimal codewords is determined by finding the invariant affine permutations. We can also determine them by using a method presented in [6].
Local weight distribution of linear codes
Let C be an (n, k) linear code over the field F q . A support set of a vector v, which is the set of indices of nonzero elements in v, is defined as Supp(v) = {i :
In some papers, a minimal codeword is called a zero neighbor [1, 14, 21] .
Henceforth we only consider the case q = 2, i.e. C is a binary code. The local weight distribution is defined as follows:
, where L w (C) is the number of minimal codewords with weight w in C.
On the local weight distribution, we have the following lemma [2, 4] . Lemma 1. Let A w (C) be the number of codewords with weight w in C and d be the minimum distance of C.
When the (global) weight distribution (A 0 (C), A 1 (C), . . . , A n (C)) is known, only L w (C) with 2d ≤ w ≤ n − k + 1 need to be known to determine the local weight distribution.
Coset partitioning algorithm for computing LWD
We review a coset partitioning algorithm for computing local weight distribution proposed in [21] . This algorithm works effectively for codes which have large automorphism group. A detail description of time/space complexity and effectiveness of this algorithm is presented in [21] . For a permutation π and a set of vectors D, we define the set of the permuted vectors π[D] as
The automorphism group of a code C is the set of all permutations by which C is permuted into C, and denoted by Aut(C), i.e.,
Minimality of codewords is invariant under the automorphism group of the code as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For π ∈ Aut(C) and v ∈ C, πv is a minimal codeword if v is a minimal codeword.
For a binary (n, k) linear code C and its linear subcode with dimension k , let C/C denote the set of cosets of C in C, that is,
Then,
For a coset v + C ∈ C/C , the codeword v is called a representative codeword of the coset. We introduce the notion of local weight subdistribution for cosets.
Definition 3 (Local weight subdistribution for cosets). The local weight subdistribution for a coset
is the number of minimal codewords of C in D with weight w.
From (5), the local weight distribution of C is given as the sum of the local weight subdistributions for the cosets in C/C , that is, L w (C) = D∈C/C LS w (D).
The following theorem gives an invariance property under permutations for cosets. The following lemma gives the set of all permutations by which every coset in C/C is permuted into one in C/C . Lemma 2. For a linear code C and its linear subcode C , the set {π :
Aut(C) ∩ Aut(C ) (or even Aut(C)) is generally not known. However, if a subgroup of Aut(C) ∩ Aut(C ) is known, we can use the subgroup. When the set of cosets are partitioned into the equivalence classes by the relation "∼ Π ", the local weight subdistributions for cosets which belong to the same equivalence class are the same.
Based on the above discussion, we formulate the coset partitioning algorithm.
Coset partitioning algorithm for computing LWD [21]:
1) Choose a subcode C and a subgroup Π of permutations of Aut(C) ∩ Aut(C ).
2) Partition C/C into equivalence classes with permutations in Π, and obtain the number of cosets in each equivalence class.
3) Compute the local weight subdistributions for the representative cosets in each equivalence class.
4) Sum up all the local weight subdistributions.
Computational complexity for the local weight subdistributions for representative cosets can be reduced by considering the trellis structure of C [21] .
LWD of the (256, 93) ReedMuller code
The r-th order binary Reed-Muller code of length 2 m , denoted by RM (r, m), is the set of vectors obtained by all Boolean polynomials of degree at most r. We intend to compute the local weight distribution of RM (3, 8) . The general affine group GA(m) is an automorphism group of RM (r, m), and is the full automorphism group when 1 ≤ r ≤ m − 2 [13] . When we use the coset partitioning algorithm described in Section 3 for computing it, we can choose RM (2, 8) as C . Then a permutation set Π is GA(8). The result of step 2) is known [10, 11] . RM (3, 8)/RM (2, 8) is classified into 32 equivalence classes [17] . All we have to do is to compute the local weight subdistributions for 32 representative cosets. However, the expected computing time for each coset is not in practical (about 3000 hours for each coset with 2GHz Pentium4 processor by an algorithm in [21] without using the trellis structure of the code and about 1000 hours when using the trellis structure of RM (2, 8) ). The binary shift invariance property helps reduce the time complexity, as we describe below.
The coset partitioning algorithm can be also used for computing local weight subdistribution for cosets. That is, for a coset v + C , when we choose a linear subcode C of C , we can see v + C as the set of cosets (v + C )/C . If one partition (v + C )/C into equivalence classes, the time complexity for computing the local weight subdistribution for v + C can be reduced. However, in this case, the set of permutation Π we can use is not Aut(C) ∩ Aut(C ) ∩ Aut(C ) but {ρ : ρv ∈ v + C , ρ ∈ Aut(C) ∩ Aut(C ) ∩ Aut(C )}.
Theorem 3. For E 1 , E 2 ∈ (v+C )/C , the local weight subdistribution for E 1 and that for E 2 are the same if
For computing the local weight subdistribution for a coset v + RM (2, 8), we can choose RM (1, 8) as a linear subcode of RM (2, 8). Then we need to find a permutation set {ρ : ρv ∈ v + C , ρ ∈ GA(8)}.
The general affine group GA(m) is the set of permutations for m-variable polynomials f (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m ) that replace f (x 1 , ..., x m ) by f ( a 1j x j + b j , ..., a mj x j + b m ) where A = (a ij ) is an invertible m × m binary matrix and (b 1 , ..., b m ) is a binary m-tuple. Affine permutation is called a binary shift when A is the identity matrix E. Let BS(m) denote GA(m) with A = E.
A set of binary shifts is a candidate for Π because a binary shift π satisfies πv ∈ v + C clearly. Let C BS (v) be a set of codewords permuted by binary shifts, that is, C BS (v) = {πv : π ∈ BS(m)}. , m) , the number of cosets in (v + RM (r − 1, m))/RM (r − 2, m) we have to compute the local weight subdistribution will be reduced by 1/|C BS (v)|.
For a coset
For 32 representative coset
The computation is just investigating the number of independent vectors in candidate bases, which are presented in Lemma 4. The 32 representative cosets and the dimension of C BS (f i ) is listed in Table 1 . In this table, we follow f i as [11, 17] , and ν i (3, 8) is the number of equivalent cosets with f i + RM (2, 8) presented in [17] . For most cases, the dimension of C BS (f i ) is 8, and thus the time complexity for computing the local weight subdistribution for f i + RM (2, 8) is reduced by 1/256. For the case that i = 1, 2, 3 (
above binary shift set method is not very effective for their small dim(C BS (f i )). For many of f i +RM (2, 8) including those with i ≤ 3, we can find permutations such that πf i ∈ f i + RM (2, 8) because of their simple forms of polynomials. In [6], Borissov and Manev gave another approach for determining the local weight subdistributions for four cosets (above three cosets and the coset f 7 + RM (2, 8) = x 1 x 2 x 7 + x 3 x 4 x 7 + x 5 x 6 x 7 + RM (2, 8) ). From Theorem 7 in [6], there is no minimal codewords in 0 + RM (2, 8) , and the local weight subdistribution for x 1 x 2 x 3 + RM (2, 8) is determined immediately. For the coset x 1 x 2 x 3 + x 2 x 4 x 5 + RM (2, m), the number of codewords which one should check minimality is only 2 m+1 . Therefore the local weight subdistributions for these three cosets are determined with little computation. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for minimality of codewords in terms of Boolean polynomial for codes of length 2 m , including binary Reed-Muller codes, in Appendix. This condition is a generalization of the fact that is used in Theorem 7 in [6] .
The local weight distribution of the (256, 93) thirdorder Reed-Muller code is presented in Table 2 . In the table, L w denotes the number of minimal codewords with weight w and N L w denotes the number of nonminimal codewords with weight w.
Conclusions
The local weight distribution of the (256, 93) third-order binary Reed-Muller code was computed by the modified coset partitioning algorithm. We applied the coset partitioning technique to compute the local weight subdistributions for each representative cosets. Binary shifts in the general affine group is useful for partitioning subcosets into equivalence classes. The time complexity was reduced by 1/256 or more for almost all representative cosets.
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